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Abstract
This paper reports an investigation about lower secondary teacher professional development program in Iran that seventy teachers of mathematics participate on that. In this program, lesson study and action research are used to create a model for classroom inquiry. The first and important purpose of this model was to filling the gap between theory and action. Results of this study show that it is possible to combine lesson study and action research. Finding of this study also show that using the model for classroom inquiry can be helpful in decreasing the gap between theory and action. Finally, paper will be finish by introducing some obstacle that occurred within the accomplishment of the teacher professional development program.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper has aimed to introduce a model for classroom research which will be conducted by teachers themselves. In this paper, a model for classroom inquiry will be developed in order to enhancing teacher knowledge at in-service teacher training for the lower secondary level, in Iran. So, it will be good idea to discuss shortly about Iran educational system and teacher education specially with focusing on lower secondary level.

Iran Educational System
The current educational system in Iran consists five years of elementary, three years of guidance cycle, four years of secondary education of which the first eight years of schooling are compulsory (Gooya, 2007). So, Iran educational system is 5-3-4 model. Students come to school at age 6 and finished primary school at age 10. Lower secondary level (or guidance cycle) offer for students aged 11-13. After lower secondary school, student study grade 9 and in the end of this grade, student divided by two streams:
academic and vocational. In the academic branch, there are three major area of study: mathematics and physics, experimental science and literature and humanities (Kiamanesh, 1997). Vocational education provides skill development and training for students wishing to pursue specific technical careers. Vocational education divided into three areas of study: technical, Agricultural, and vocational (Kiamanesh, 1997).

**Teacher Training Program (Pre-Service & In-Service)**

There are two different centres for teacher training. One of them is university that works under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Science, Research, and Technology which train secondary school teachers. Second one is teacher education centre that works under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of education which train elementary and lower secondary (or guidance cycle) teachers. There are several centres, which perform teacher training in primary and lower secondary with different purposes, but because of concentration of this study on lower secondary school, I just continue discussion about lower secondary school teacher training.

Certification of mathematics teachers in lower secondary level consist of two-year study after secondary school in teacher education centre. Both primary and guidance teacher education centres offer wide range of courses which lead to the award of an Associate Diploma. These centres offer courses in 12 streams as follows: mathematics, experimental science, physical science, English, technical and vocational education, social science, primary education, Persian literature, counselling, Islamic ethics and Arabic language, Art, and Special education (Kiamanesh, 1997). Each teacher is supposed to specialize in only one stream.

Pre-service program for teacher education is consist of content knowledge and some pedagogical; courses. These pedagogical courses cover about 20 percent of the program. Furthermore, for keeping teacher, up to date, there special in-service teacher education, that assign by ministry of education in each school year. Usually, there is two program consist around 40 hours for each year. For this year, writer with a group of master students in mathematics education, conduct the teacher program. Details of this program will be appearing in the methodology section. Before the beginning this in-service course, some mathematics teachers ask me to create a practical course than theoretical one. Indeed, their request back to their last experiments in such classes which they find course useless. So, I decide to develop a *model for classroom research* in order to filling the gap between theory and practice. For doing that I consider lesson study and action research and develop a *model* for enhancing teacher knowledge and decreasing distance between theory and practice. It is necessary to remind about action research in Iran educational system. Ministry of education from 1996 decide to encourage and support teachers and other staff to conduct an action research. Within this school year we pass 14th action research set in national level. In the end of each year, ministry of education select some of these action researches in the local and national level and reward them. So, with above comment, two below research questions showing the right way in current study are (1) to what extent using the *model for classroom inquiry*, decreasing the gap between theory and action? (2) What are benefits and obstacles of using this *model* for teacher training program?

Two areas of literature informed this study: lesson study and action research. Although action research and Lesson study have different origin, but in some extent both of them have similar aspect. For example, Sanders (2009) considers lesson study and action research as the same thing in microcosm level. Like sanders (2009) some researchers classify lesson study as a form of action research (Taylor, Anderson, Meyer, Wagner, & West, 2005; Yoshida, 1999). Indeed, they consider Lesson study as a subset of action research. But, in the other hand, some researchers believe that lesson study has a little bit different with action research, so they try to integrate these two approaches together (Keeney et al., 2002; Taylor, 2001). For example, Taylor (2001) introduced lesson study as
part of a sequence of experiences that leads to action research and in her study, she asks students to writing an action research project about their lesson study experience.

In current study, like Taylor (2001), I use both of action research and lesson study, for enhancing teacher professional development and ask them to write an action research about their lesson study experience that designed in their group of teachers. Before continuing discussion, it will be good idea to have some controversy about lesson study and action research in separate paragraph.

Lesson study - jugyokenkyu- is a method of continual professional development that used in Japan for the first time. This method introduced by works of Yoshida (1999) and then with a book with title “Teaching Gap” (Stigler and Hiebert, 1999) to English speaking world. They (1999, pp. 112-116) summarize lesson study through eight steps: defining the problem (Step1); planning the lesson (Step2); teaching the lesson (Step3); reflecting and evaluating the lesson (Step4); revising the lesson (Step5); teaching (Step6); the revised lesson (Step7); reflecting and evaluating, and sharing results (Step8).

In the other hand, the origin of action research comes back to Kurt Lewin an American psychologist, in the mid-1940s (Kemmis and McTaggart, 1988). Although there are different type of definition and explanation for action research in the literature review but all of them have two most important principals: engaging with the action and improve that action (Chaichi, Gooya, Mehrabani, and Saki, 2006). The process of doing action research cycles consisting of four major phrases: planning, acting, observing and reflecting (McNiff, Lomax, & Whitehead, 2003). The focus of all action research process in a broad sense is the action that teachers take in their classrooms to create new changes. The research process is a study of this new changes through systematic data collection and analysis these data. As we can see there are similar components with these two approaches: lesson study and action research.

However, in current study I use lesson study for starting point and ask teacher to write an action research report as a part of assessment in the teacher professional development program. So, I design below model for classroom inquiry and introduce it to teachers for starting their classroom research. This model has eight steps as below:

Step1: start from classroom teaching experiments;
Step2: finding a problem related to teaching/learning process;
Step3: study about problem that introduced in last step and explain desirable situation;
Step4: design a pattern for reaching to desirable situation;
Step5: teaching with new pattern;
Step6: observation and gathering more data about the situation after teaching with new pattern;
Step7: reflection about new pattern (Is it work?);
Step8: report action research.

One of the key features of the model for classroom inquiry was the role of reflection. Reflection was ready in all part of the process. In this model teachers have to work together in whole time of the course and cooperate with each other. Whole class discussion, group discussion and present to other colleagues are assumed in this model. In step 3 of the model, a team of mathematics educators working with teachers in group and help them to finding related papers, books and other materials. In step 7, if the new pattern work correctly and reach to desirable situation, then teachers move to next step and ready to write and publish their action research. If this new pattern doesn’t work, then teachers come back to step 4 and designing a new pattern. This recurrent process that occur between step 4 and step 7, represent the cyclic nature of lesson study and spiral nature of action research in the model. Finally, because of teachers’ facilities in access and applying this model I put all of the steps of the model in a flowchart format as shown in Figure1.
RESEARCH METHOD

Seventy lower secondary school teachers participated in the professional development program. This program conducted within 8 weeks, each week 4 hours for every group. Forty teachers participate in the Tuesday every week and another thirty teachers participate in the program in the Friday every week. Teachers divided in group of five, when they engaged in working group. This program started in October 2016 and continued through February 2017.

In the first session, teachers complete a questionary. In this questionary, ask teachers to give details about their academic degree, teaching and research experience. This initial questionary includes some more items: (1) What is your expectation with in this professional development program? (2) What is a desirable teaching method for lower secondary math? (3) What you think about your ability in teaching lower secondary math? (4) What are you doing exactly when you confront with a challenge? (5) To what extent, have a reflection in your teaching experience?

Teachers, spend half of the first session to completing the initial questionary. In the next half of time in the first session, author of this paper, talk about brief history of lesson
study and action research, and present flowchart of model for classroom inquiry to teachers. In each session, teachers work on one part of the flowchart of model for classroom inquiry. As an example, in the second session, teachers finding a problem from their classroom experience in their group. In this session teachers working on worksheet 1 that produced by instructor (Author of this paper). In this worksheet, there are different part consist of: the name of group, the name of group members, state the research problem, mathematical content related to this research problem, evidence for this research problem, characteristics of desirable situation in the case of this research problem. For every session teachers, complete a worksheet in their groups and then discuss about that in the group and whole class. In this process, every teacher, learn from other teachers and educator experience. Altogether, there are five worksheets in this study, that teachers complete them step by step. Finally, teachers collect their works in the action research format (McNiff, Lomax, & Whitehead, 2003) and report it as a part of their assessment in the professional development program.

In this study, there are four resource of data collection procedure: initial questionary, final questionary, semi-instructed interview, action research reports produced by teachers. An open-ended questionary was administered on the last day of the program, in order to give an opportunity to teachers to reflect on whole of this program. Final questionary has some relation with initial questionary. For example, in the final questionary had been asked teachers: to what extent does this program complied with your expectation? There are more items in the final questionary like: (1) To what extent this program can fill the gap between theory and practice? (2) Which part did I enjoy the most? Which part disappointed me the most? (3) What is in my teaching experience as a result of this training program? (4) What are my secessions for future teacher training program?

For having extra deep information about the professional development program, had been conducted two interview. For data analysis process, grounded theory approach had been used (Strauss, and Corbin, 1998). I start to make sense of data by making interpretation. This process continued using open coding to discover categories. In the next section, preliminary results of this study are reported.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Upon initial questionary, almost all teachers had bachelor degree in mathematics. About seventy percent of teachers have more than ten years of teaching experience in mathematics. About five percent of them had experience in doing some kind of research. One of them had a master degree in mathematics education and she do a research project as her thesis for master program. So, most of them didn’t know much more about research in general sense, although all of them, hear about action research because of advertisement that had been distributed by ministry of education in every year about action research. Local office of education by same direction with ministry of education, encourage teachers and other staff to participate in the action research program. However, almost all teachers that participated on this teacher development program hadn’t enough information for doing action research in their classroom setting. Furthermore, Initial questionary revealed those teachers’ expectations from this professional development program. After categorization of teachers’ response, the requisitions are (1) we want to developing our content and pedagogical knowledge; (2) we want to have communication with other teachers and teacher educator in actively manner; (3) we want to have different course than previous courses which discuss about theory and practice separately; (4) we are interesting to discuss about most important things that have strong relation with our teaching experiences;

Final questionary show teachers are so happy with in this teacher training program.
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They reach to their almost all aims in this program. Results of interview also support this satisfaction. Teachers said this program was successful to reconcile theory and practice. Most enjoyable part of the model for teachers was finding the relation between theory and practice and most disappointed part of the model was shortage of educational resource in Persian language. At the end of program all group of teachers report their work in the action research format. Table 1, indicates the title of six action research with sample sizes for the teacher and student engage on them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Title of action research</th>
<th># of teachers</th>
<th># of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>What are the difficulties of students in division of decimal numbers?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>How we can help students to do calculation with whole number?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Why students couldn't solve story problems?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Investigation on students' misconceptions in square root?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>What are the students' difficulties in common denominator?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Investigation on students' problems in power problem?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION
Preliminary results show that it is possible to implement this model for classroom inquiry in professional development program. Within this program, teachers find some theories that related to their first-hand teaching experiment and become happy with integration theory and practice. As a result of this, pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) developed by teachers. After publication of these results in the action researches format, teachers of mathematics have access to good resource of PCK. This pedagogical content knowledge has an important role in the case of Iran, because teachers of mathematics in the pre-service teacher training have some courses in mathematics and some other courses in pedagogy and they haven’t opportunity for combining them. Current teacher training program give such opportunity to teachers. According to Yoshida (2008) although the process of implementing lesson study seems simple on the surface level, but implement lesson study effectively is not an easy task. In this study, during teacher professional development program, some teachers are disturbed about other teachers’ pungent critique in the whole class discussion. It seems to be an important issue that will be address in the future study. Another obstacle that occurred during administering the program was the shortage of previous similar research in literature review.
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